Eurelectric is the federation representing the common interests of the electricity industry in Europe and on several other continents. We speak for more than 3500 European utilities active in power generation, distribution and supply and count a growing number of global business members.

**Strategic Communications Intern**
**Full-time 6-month paid internship**
**Location: Brussels, Belgium**

As intern, you will:
- Write up op-eds, news pieces, SEO content & newsletters
- Help drafts briefings for interviews and video recordings
- Assist in growing our digital/social media & website channels
- Proofread documents to help ensure best readability of our messages
- Support the team with any ad-hoc communication tasks related to campaigns, projects, events, media etc.

Requirements and competencies:
- Eagerness to learn about the EU electricity industry and the role of an industry association in contributing to the EU debate on sustainability and energy independence
- Team player with a creative personality, eager to learn and communicate on the essential role that electricity will play for Europe’s deep decarbonisation
- Full literacy in writing for press, social media and the web
- Great command of digital communication tools
- Interest in learning proficiency in MailChimp, WordPress, Microsoft Office Suit and relevant AI tools for communication purposes
- Native English or equivalent (C1)

Our offer

Eurelectric offers a paid internship starting January 2024.
**Base allowance as per contract for professional integration (CIP) and reimbursement of public transportation will be provided.**

Application
A CV (maximum 2 pages) and a short motivation letter (1 page) should be sent to grondinelli@eurelectric.org by 05 January ’24 quoting “SC Intern” in the subject line. Please note that only short-listed candidates will be contacted for an interview.

Attn. Giuseppina Rondinelli, HR Manager, Tel +32(0)471813802